
 A slope with four coloured 
sections – red, yellow, green 
and blue – as shown and 
referred to here, but you 
can change the colours to 
match the balls and toys 
that you have (as in the 
photo). Any board that you 
have should work, and you 
can use poles/broom 
handles to mark a path for 
the balls if you need to 

 Balls in the same four 
colours, in a suitable size to 
roll down the slope 

 Small toys in the same four 
colours – one of each colour

 A black or white ball

 Paper circles and paper 
squares in the same four 
colours (standard sticky 
note size is recommended)

 A sheet of A3 paper, a glue 
stick and a pencil 

 Something to use as a ‘gate’ 
– you could make one from 
construction blocks

15–20 minutes

WHERE DOES THE BALL STOP?

Note: Choose a level floor and test the set up before you start! Then take the toys away until you need them.

Demonstration: 

Show your child what happens when you roll a ball from the top of the slope – it rolls down the slope, along the 
flat surface and eventually stops. To avoid later confusion, use a black or white ball for this demonstration. Let 
your child try rolling the ball down the slope themselves.

Put a red toy roughly where a ball will stop if it is placed on the red section of the slope (the red step, see picture). 
Then roll the red ball down the slope and watch where it stops; the red ball finds its own red toy. Allow your child 
to roll a red ball down the slope, making sure that they start the ball on the red section of the slope. Be certain 
that you name the colour of the ball and the toy, as well as draw attention to the ‘red section’ of the slope.

Create the layout of toys shown in the picture, i.e. with a red toy roughly where a ball that starts off on the red 
section will stop; a yellow toy where a ball from the yellow section will stop; a green toy where a ball from the 
green section will stop; and a blue toy where a ball from the blue section will stop.

Your child knows that when a ball rolls down a slope it eventually stops.
Your child can name the colours in the sequence of sections and toys.
Your child can match sections and toys of the same colour.
Your child can use matching colours of sections and toys to predict the stopping point of a ball.

To facilitate children’s understanding that when a ball rolls down a slope to a 
horizontal plane it will eventually stop rolling 
To make children aware that the stopping point changes depending on the height 
at which the rolling commences
To enable children to see the connection between the coloured sections and the coloured toys
To help children to recognise what are essential (colour) and non-essential properties (shape of marker)
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Ask your child if they can help a yellow ball find its toy – if they don’t place the yellow ball on the yellow section, use questions to prompt them to 
consider the colour: What colour is the ball? What colour is the toy? Can you see any yellow on the slope? 

Repeat the process for the green and blue balls. 

Colour sequences:

Push the black or white ball up the slope. Ask your child to help you name the sequence of coloured sections on the slope as the ball goes past 
them, for example: We go past the gate. First the ball goes past the blue section, then it goes past the green section then it goes past the yellow
section and at last it goes past the red section.  

Now give your child a sheet of paper and four squares in the same colours. Ask them to put the squares in the same order 
as the sections on the slope (starting from the bottom). Use questions to prompt them if necessary, for example: What 
colour did the ball see first? And then what? And then? And finally? Ask them to leave spaces between the squares. 

Check the sequence and the spacing, and then ask your child to stick down the squares. Then ask them to draw arrows 
between the squares to show the ball going past the four colours on its way up the slope. Help them with this as 
necessary. 

Then talk them through what happened, using their pictures and arrows. For example: We started pushing the ball at the gate. First the ball went 
past the blue section, then it went past the green section, then it went past the yellow section and finally it went past the red section.

Now look at the colour sequence of the toys, starting from the gate at the bottom of the slope. Push the black or white ball past the toys and ask 
your child to name the colours as it goes past: First it goes past the (blue) toy, then it goes past the (green) toy, then it goes past the (yellow) toy and 
finally it gets to the (red) toy.

Now ask your child to use coloured circles to show the sequence of toys in the same way as they used squares to show the 
sequence of colours up the slope; as before, create the sequence, stick down the shapes, add the arrows and name the         
colours aloud: First the ball went past the gate, then the ball went past the blue toy… and so on.

Wrapping up:

Ask questions to consolidate the learning, for example: If a ball starts on the blue section, where will it stop? (at the blue toy). Which toy is nearest to 
the gate? (the blue toy). And what section is nearest to the gate? (the blue section). So, the blue step and the blue toy are both nearest to the gate. 

Then ask the same about the other coloured sections and the corresponding coloured toys, for example: Which section is the next one from the 
gate? And which toy is the next one from the gate? And which one comes after that? And which is furthest away? And so on.

Note: Keep in mind that in the next session (DG27), you will need a similar set up to this.

WHERE DOES THE BALL STOP? - continued
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